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From the Chair

‘Your lights are on’

A

For the last two years, Sarah has been
doing a fantastic job as the editor of
this publication. With Sarah leaving, it
has been hard to find somebody who
would take on this role every time. We
have therefore initiated the concept
of a guest editor. If the Today
programme on Radio 4 can do it for a
week, and Have I Got News For You can
have a guest host on each programme,
then I'm sure we can have different
editors for each edition.
This issue is full of great articles.
There are some concerns about overly
car-centric development along Mill
Road, a place that needs less motorised vehicles and not more, along with
discussions about cycle helmets and
schools. We ask and investigate the
question: who is designing our streets?
Is there a lack of diversity? Does the
structure of their training lead to more
dangerous roads, meaning more car
traffic, and fewer children cycling to
school?
Obviously not afraid of doing a little
bit of travel, Roxanne popped over to
Melbourne, Australia, to do an inperson radio interview, along with a
few family commitments, and Hester
cycled around Berlin, Germany. Closer
to home, we also report on the recent
#CamRideHome exploratory ride out
to the B1102 cycleway between Stowcum-Quy and Lode, and report on the
slightly less useful Green End Road
‘cycle lanes’ – or should we call them
‘expensive parking lanes’?
Matthew Danish is the guest editor
this month, and I think he's done a
fantastic job. Please look inside and
check it out for yourself.
Robin Heydon

s I was cycling along somebody
started shouting at me. This is not
what you are thinking. Yes, people
riding cycles get shouted at by drivers of
cars all the time, mainly including the
phrases ‘get off the road’ and ‘use the
cycleway’ even when there is no
cycleway. No, I was shouted at by somebody waiting at a bus stop.
She started shouting at me from a long
way away. This must have therefore been
very important. So instead of just
ignoring her, I decided to stop and have
a chat. As I slowed down and got closer,
I started to work out what she was
saying. ‘Your lights are on' being the gist
of it.
Now, she was not alone. She was
waiting at a bus stop with two other
people that looked like a youngish couple
on their way to do some shopping in the
centre. This was not a threatening situation to anyone.
I stopped and asked again what the
problem was. The previously shouting
lady then started to explain that my front
light was on, and that I should switch it
off because the battery would run out
and I would then not have any lights for
the trip home.
This would be a valid concern if my
light was battery-powered. Instead, I
explained that my light was powered by
a dynamo that is built into the front
wheel so it was not a problem. However,
she was absolutely insistent that I had to
turn my light off.
The couple who were observing this
conversation just starting nodding at
what I was saying. They probably had
cycles that also had dynamo lights that
just turn on when they start moving, and
eventually turn off once they have
stopped.
The lady was however now slightly
confused. ‘But surely the dynamo will run
out of battery power at some point and
need recharging.’
‘No, it gets power from me. As long as
I eat, there is enough power for the lights.’
She was more confused than ever. So
I continued. ‘It works just like a car. The
lights on a car come on because the
engine recharges the battery’. OK,
perhaps that didn't help. The couple also

waiting there were trying to suppress a
smile.
So I tried a different tack. ‘The lights
work when I move. I just leave them on
because then I can't forget to turn them
on at night.’

No, it gets power from
me. As long as I eat, there
is enough power for the
lights
She didn't really understand. ‘But when
do you change your light batteries?’
‘I haven't yet. Sorry, got to go and get to
work…’ And I pedalled off.
Now, I do have pretty standard lights
on my cycle. The dynamo powers the
front and rear lights, and they have a
capacitor in them to keep them on for a
few minutes after I come to a stop.
This is really useful when I arrive back
home because I can still see the door lock
illuminated by the cycle light.
It does have some downsides, of
course. Every so often, some wellmeaning person decides to switch off my
lights after I've parked, because they
don't realise that they are powered by
dynamo and capacitor. Now, that is
annoying.
Robin Heydon

Annual Report 2017
Our first-ever annual report,
as presented at the
Annual General Meeting
on 5 December 2017,
is now available
for download at
www.camcycle.org.uk/
annualreports/
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Current campaigns
Planning Applications
S/2403/17/FL Office building opposite
Cambridge North station.
We submitted an objection and testified
at the Joint Development Control
Committee in November that the original
building design would create a hazard for
people walking and cycling. They agreed
and voted to refuse the application. Since
then, the applicants have substantially
revised their work and have submitted a
greatly improved version with a safe and
separate footway between the building
and the cycleway.
Cyclescape 3342
17/1799/FUL Cavendish Laboratory
Campaign efforts by West Cambridge
Active Travel, with help from Camcycle,
have helped convince Cambridge University planners to add a protected cycleway
beside JJ Thomson Avenue. It will be
bidirectional and 3.5m wide between
Madingley Road and the Maxwell Centre,
with detailed design to be worked out
through conditions.
Cyclescape 3637
17/1272/FUL Behind 300 Coldhams Ln
We objected to some missing cycle parking
(now fixed) and the loss of footway priority
on Coldhams Lane where a new driveway
interrupts it. Their design gives motorists
priority in defiance of Local Plan policies
8/4 and 8/11. We spoke at planning
committee to seek a better design for the
driveway but approval was granted despite
councillors agreeing with concerns about
the driveway.
Cyclescape 3440
17/1709/FUL Lovell Lodge
The application acknowledged the
shared-use path in front of the site at 365
Milton Road and committed to some
additional visibility splay for their
driveway. We added neutral comments
that the path would become much busier
in the future with the upcoming Milton
Road scheme and requested a greater
visibility splay. Further, we noted that the
cycle parking gate is on Lovell Road but
that it does not have any access ramp
from the street. We asked for a small
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dropped kerb to make the cycle parking
area convenient to access as required by
Local Plan Appendix D. Application was
approved with these concerns noted.
Cyclescape 3611

Infrastructure
Abbey-Chesterton Bridge
A Local Liaison Forum was held on 10
January to provide a status update. Preparations and a review of detailed design
are underway. They would like to begin
works in the early spring, continuing
through the summer, with final bridge
assembly happening in late autumn.
Cyclescape 2663
NCN 51 and route to Reach Fair
Highway works on the A1303 may affect
the path used by the Reach Ride between
Quy and Bottisham. We are concerned
that the path may be blocked during the
bank holiday weekend. We have made
enquiries with county officials and are
following up to be sure that things are
sorted out in advance.
Cyclescape 3213
Hills Road/Long Road junction
Members have reported trouble cycling
southbound at the new Hills Road / Long
Road junction where queuing cars block
the cycle lane approaching the advance
stop line. We are gathering information
that can be included in a short report
with recommendations for improvement.
Cyclescape 1298
Milton and Histon Roads updates
The Milton Road report will be delayed
until the summer, while the Histon Road
report will move up to the March
Assembly and Board meetings. On Milton
Road they are studying uni-directional
protected cycleways with priority on
both sides of the road, in addition to a
shared-use pavement on the school side.
At Elizabeth Way there will be a signalised, protected, single-stage crossing.
Histon Road will mainly have ‘hybrid’
cycle lanes like those on Huntingdon
Road, owing to limited space, but at
Gilbert Road they plan protected lanes
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through the junction. Some of our ideas
for improving the Victoria Road junction,
including a protected inbound lane, will
also be added. Further up the road, the
bus lanes have been scaled back somewhat in order to avoid compulsory
purchase orders and to save some of the
trees.
Cyclescape 2662
Highworth Ave/Leys Road cycle route
under attack
Councillors on the North Area
Committee have submitted a proposal
for environmental improvement to this
route `including the introduction of
measures to discourage use by motorcycles.’ Unfortunately, physical barriers
to try and prevent motorbike use would
also impede legitimate use by people on
mobility scooters or cycling, especially on
cycles adapted for disability or cargo.
When asked at committee to rule out the
use of physical barriers, councillors
refused to do so. A petition to save the
cycle route from barriers is at
www.streetscape.space/petition
Cyclescape 3621
Inclusive cycling on quiet routes with
Local Highways Improvements
We made a proposal to remove several
existing chicanes and ‘pram arms’ on
cycle routes in Arbury and King’s Hedges,
in favour of more inclusive access
controls. The bid has been submitted and
presented at the 22 January committee
hearing on Local Highways Improvements. It is currently under consideration
for funding.
Cyclescape 2961
DfT Accessibility Action Plan
We responded to this consultation on
their new document and set of questions
intended to inform government policy
and guidance for creating accessible
transport infrastructure. We emphasised
the importance of design for inclusive
facilities that welcome all people of all
abilities who want to cycle or walk.
Cyclescape 3622
Matthew Danish

Campaigning

Greenways
The Cambridge Greenways, a network of
high-quality, largely traffic-free cycle
connections from nearby towns and
villages, is making further progress. Two
of these routes, from Comberton and
Melbourn, are out for consultation
through January and early February. By
the time this newsletter is distributed the
in-person events will already have been
held for those two Greenways, but you
can still visit the website and send feedback by e-mail: www.greatercambridge.
org.uk/transport/transport-projects/
greenways
A contest was held to design a logo for
the project. More than 50 visual communications students from Cambridge
Regional College created design concepts. The students visited Shire Hall to
present their ideas to a panel of judges
including GCP’s Chair Councillor Francis
Burkitt, Joint Assembly member Coun-

cillor Noel Kavanagh, Project Manager
Simon Manville and Cambridge Open
Media founder Mike Scialom. The judges
narrowed the selection to six designs that
were then voted upon by the public.

Congratulations are due to Luke Nash,
the winner. His work will be refined with
the help of a professional designer so
that it works well in all the needed
contexts.

Abner Fraser, Head of the Visual
Communications
department
at
Cambridge Regional College, said: ‘This
has been an amazing opportunity for our
students to gain invaluable experience
working with a big client on an exciting
project. The students were motivated by
the prospect of having their work
displayed across Greater Cambridge and
I would like to thank the GCP for this
fantastic opportunity which has given the
students a great platform that will boost
their future prospects.’
Our own Roxanne De Beaux said: ‘We
are pleased to see the creative designs
produced by the Cambridge Regional
College students which reflect the aspirations of this high-quality cycling
network to safely connect twelve
surrounding villages to Cambridge.’
Tom McKeown

Close pass initiative

In October Camcycle was disappointed
to learn that Cambridgeshire Constabulary would not be taking on ‘Operation
Close Pass’. This is a scheme devised by
West Midlands Police as a low-cost way
of dissuading motorists from driving too
closely to people cycling. Undercover
officers on cycles radio ahead to a police
vehicle when a motorist passes too close,
these drivers are then stopped and
offered roadside education on safe overtaking; repeat offenders can be prosecuted. The scheme has been highly
praised by cycling advocates and has
resulted in a 20% reduction in the
number of cyclists killed or seriously
injured in the targeted region since its
adoption in 2016.
Given this success there have been
calls for a wider rollout across the
country, calls that were rejected by our

local police force. Casualty reduction
officer Jon Morris said: ‘Cyclists are
vulnerable road users and it’s important
that we are doing all we can to make the
roads safer for everyone but at this time
we don’t believe Operation Close Pass in
its current format is practical in
Cambridge’. Shockingly, he cited motorist
convenience as a reason for not taking
on this safety initiative, ‘for Cambridge
city where roads are narrower and often
very congested we would be potentially
forcing motorists to drive at the speed of
cyclists when there isn’t the recommended space to overtake’. His statement is in clear contradiction of the
Highway Code, which states that a
motorist should ‘give vulnerable road
users at least as much space as you would
a car’.
We issued a press release objecting to
this decision. ‘Camcycle is beyond disappointed in Cambridgeshire Police. We are
angry that they are apparently advising
drivers that it is OK to pass closely
because maintaining the speed and flow
of motor traffic is more important than
the safety of vulnerable road users.’
Similar condemnation also came from
Sam Jones, Campaign Coordinator at
national cycling organisation Cycling UK:

‘Cambridgeshire police’s decision is very
disappointing. Not only does it demonstrate a lack of understanding of the
Highway Code’s guidance on overtaking
people cycling, Rule 163, but it also
seems to prioritise the inconvenience of
one road user over the safety of another.’
So we are pleased to hear that Cambridgeshire Constabulary have since
reversed their decision. We understand
that they have now accepted Cycling
UK’s offer of a Close Pass mat for education and plan to carry out a Close Pass
operation early in 2018. Duncan Dollimore, Cycling UK’s Head of Advocacy
and Campaigns, said: ‘it must be
Christmas, as last week Cycling UK heard
from Cambridgeshire Police that they
were looking into the feasibility of
running operations which address close
passing of people cycling in the tri-force
area, including Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire. They’re still considering the
exact nature of their operation, but we’re
encouraged that they’ve reached out to
us and are taking the matter seriously, as
we’re sure cyclists in their area will be as
well.’ We hope to have an update soon
on the progress of this operation.
Tom McKeown
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More cars coming to Mill Road soon?

We believe that the level of car parking provided should be no
higher than in the surrounding area, given the amount of
congestion already present on Mill Road; there is no need to
make it worse. For comparison's sake, we have done a survey
and estimated that the surrounding area of Petersfield has an
average of 0.5 on-street and off-street car parking spaces per
dwelling, significantly lower than the 0.65 ratio proposed for
the Depot site.
Why is there a higher-than-normal level of car parking
proposed for a site with probably the best access to sustainable
transport in all of Cambridge? The main railway station is
nearby, there are excellent cycling and walking connections
(the site will host part of the next phase of the Chisholm Trail),
easy access to frequent buses, numerous employment opportunities very close by, and an abundance of different shopping
opportunities on the doorstep. So why does it need lots of car
parking?
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Our views

Base plan from Cambridge Investment Partnership

Kingston Street

D

o you want more cars on Mill Road, or do you think,
like us, that every opportunity should be taken to
reduce traffic? Incredibly, councillors look likely to
approve more car parking spaces, even while spending millions
on measures to deter traffic.
The Mill Road Depot is a site off Mill Road next to the bridge,
proposed for a new residential development. It is a joint project
between Cambridge City Council and housebuilder Hill. They
are planning to build 187 dwellings, an increase from 167
dwellings in the approved planning document. Approximately
150 car parking spaces are proposed in total: 122 for residents
and the remainder for visitors. This works out to approximately
0.65 car parking spaces per dwelling. The latest plans for the
development can be viewed at their website:
www.millroad-development.co.uk

Mill R
o

ad

Why is there a higher-than-normal level
of car parking proposed for a site with
probably the best access to sustainable
transport in all of Cambridge?
We have written to the developer following a meeting with
them in August and the latest consultation in November. As
usual, we consulted with interested members on this, both on
Cyclescape and at a meeting near the site. We covered the
various issues relating to the site – the car parking, the (very
welcome) Chisholm Trail routing alongside the site, cycle
parking and other issues. In summary our views are that:
● We believe this should be a low-car development. We will
object in all future stages to any proposal which goes above
the neighbourhood base level of 0.5 parking spaces per
dwelling.
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● We suggest that there should be no at-grade car parking
(except for car club, blue badge and short-stay/loading
spaces). This would mean no more than 115 spaces in total.
The benefit would be more living space or decreased
housing cost, either of which would be welcomed by
buyers.
● We welcome the routing and proposed cross-section for
the Chisholm Trail, which will run alongside the site
between the houses and the railway. That is proposed to
be a three-metre cycleway, two-metre footway, and two
buffer strips of half a metre on either side.
● We agree with the overall street pattern and the principle
of permeability for walking and cycling while preventing
car through-traffic.

Campaigning

Mill Road near the Depot development.
● We would like assurances on the configuration of cycle
parking for the housing units, but we are broadly content
with the proposed direction outlined to us in discussions.

Car parking raises housing costs by
£15,000
We note in passing that the proposed ratio of car parking
spaces seems to be raising the cost of houses by about
£15-20,000, which seems entirely inappropriate in an area of
already-high housing costs, and is completely unfair to those
residents intending to live without a car on this site. This
estimate is based on what we have seen near the station. The
development along Great Northern Road includes some basement car parking, and residents who want spaces have to pay
£25,000 up-front for a space plus a £600/year service charge.
Assuming a 20-40% profit level for the developer, that means
the actual cost to build such parking is £15-20,000.
Car parking isn't free – it increases the cost of the houses
and takes up land. When it's in a basement (as proposed here),
it costs money to excavate and maintain. When it's in a house,
it means that (as proposed for the Depot site) half a floor is
taken up, so a third floor has been added – again raising costs.

Mill Road and railway bridge near the Depot development.
The developers claim the car parking will mainly be used as
‘car storage’, i.e. the cars will only be used occasionally. This is
not a satisfactory response because it is terrible social policy
to make housing more expensive to store cars that will hardly
be used, while if they are used they will cause even more
congestion and pollution on Mill Road. Instead of wasting space
by storing many rarely used cars, it makes more sense to
provide car club spaces and promote the sharing of valuable
resources. We have therefore asked the developers to study
how car parking causes house prices to increase, so that
councillors will be able to make an informed decision on the
costs of having so much car parking on the site.

Policy context
The site is subject to the Mill Road Depot Planning & Development Brief, known as ‘the SPD’. However, the wording of the
SPD is incredibly weak. It leaves important areas of public
policy like levels of car parking to the commercial whims of the
developer:
Based on discussions to date, the aspiration is to provide low
car parking provision with an additional visitor parking space
of 0.25 per home (i.e. one visitor space for every four homes).
An ‘aspiration’ to do something ‘based on discussions to date’
could frankly mean anything! We think the level of parking
shouldn't just be left to the developer to decide. Car parking is
a strategic matter, because it affects the surrounding area in
terms of increased congestion and pollution, and builds in
transport patterns of residents for decades.

Flawed consultation

Mill Road railway bridge.

A public consultation event was held in July, and another in
November. However, the first consultation failed to give any
numbers on the level of car parking. Had the developers told
visitors of the number of car journeys likely to be generated,
we think many would have objected. Accordingly, shortly after
the first consultation event, we wrote to the developers and
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asked them to provide the actual proposed car parking
numbers. Two and a half weeks after asking, we received the
following clarification from the developers on 10 August, one
day before the consultation deadline:
Our plans are very much still work in progress, however, our
current draft provides the following car park/cycle provision:
● About 210 car parking spaces are proposed in total, of which
~135 are located in a single-level basement. Most of the
others, ~50, are proposed in garages integral to the houses and
in one case an undercroft. The remaining ~25 are proposed on
street and one small car parking court. Of these, ~10 spaces
will be for visitors
● About 425 cycle parking spaces are proposed in total, including
cycle parking for off-gauge cycles (cargo bikes, Bakfiets, etc)
and visitor cycle parking. Except for visitor spaces, all cycle
parking is to be secure and under cover. Locations for and
access to cycle parking is being designed to be as convenient as
all possible, including for off-gauge bikes, within the constraints
of the site.
● The width of the path that forms the Chisholm Trail is estimated to be six metres for a segregated route with landscaping
and will run the length of the development.
● All motor vehicles will access the site from Mill Road. However,
pedestrians and cycles will also be able to access the site via
Hooper Street.
Another claim is that traffic won't increase, because the
current vehicles using the Council Depot site won't be there
any longer. But this is irrelevant – the councils should be trying
to reduce traffic, given the current problems on Mill Road and
the surrounding area, not maintain it. This development is an
important opportunity for traffic reduction.

How much parking is there in the
surrounding area?
At first approximation there is one parking space for every two
houses. The length of a car is nearly the same width as the
width of a terraced house, and on many of the streets there is
only room for car parking on one side. Those streets with
parking on both sides are balanced out by houses with multiple
occupancy, garden houses, stretches of yellow lines and houses
along Mill Road.
One of our committee members undertook an informal
survey of levels of parking, counting overnight spaces available
on street and in residential car parks, shown in the table. Note
that this is an overestimate of parking per dwelling as not all
dwellings could be counted.
We have asked the developer to justify their numbers and
undertake (and publish, for scrutiny) a proper survey of the
surrounding neighbourhood. So far they've claimed a ratio of
0.65 cars per dwelling based on census data:
The car ownership rates in the area were taken from 2011. The census
data was used in combination with housing figures, allowing our traffic
consultant to calculate the overall ratio in the neighbourhood.
But this doesn't seem to add up: based on our survey, we don't
believe there physically could be the space in Petersfield for
0.65 spaces per dwelling.
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Table: Ratio of car spaces to houses.

Wouldn't people just have cars anyway?
No. One councillor put forward the view that it is important to
provide parking on this site, as otherwise there would be
overspill to surrounding areas. We do not agree. The remaining
areas of Petersfield and Romsey that do not yet have residents'
parking are likely to do so within a few years: it is untenable to
spend tens of millions of pounds on bus lanes on Milton Road,
but then allow people to circle around residential areas finding
open spaces within 10 minutes' walk of the city centre. (How
would that be joined-up thinking?)

Car parking isn't free – it increases the
cost of the houses and takes up land
Residents' parking sorts things out straight away – people
moving in will see they wouldn't be able to park, and so will
choose not to own a car. People already do this: if you're part
of a three-car household, you don't choose to live in Romsey,
because it's obvious you'd have problems trying to park each
day.

Take action
Firstly, please join in our discussion on Cyclescape, at:
camcycle.cyclescape.org/issues/1367
Please also contact your local councillors, particularly if you
live in the Petersfield or Romsey area, to let them know your
views. If you believe like us that they should be aiming for a
low-car or car-free site, they need to hear this.
Martin Lucas-Smith

Campaigning

Should schools insist on helmets?

T

he headmaster of the Perse School has recently decreed
that everyone who cycles to his school must wear
high-visibility clothing and helmets. Headmaster Ed
Elliott and his staff carry out spot checks on pupils cycling to
the school. Breaking these rules means a letter to parents and
repeat offences an hour’s detention.
Helmets and high-visibility clothing are often contentious
issues and where children are involved the discussion becomes
highly emotional. The Campaign has discussed a response to
this headmaster’s actions and it was evident that no overall
consensus would be reached. I can only hope to set down some
of the arguments and give my own personal thoughts on the
matter.
My own son, now aged six, attends a different school within
Cambridgeshire, where my daughter, now 18 months old, will
join him in a couple of years. Our school runs are a mix of
walking, cycling, scooting and driving depending on how the
day is going and other activities scheduled around school hours.
When cycling he wears a helmet. This is our choice and not
something demanded by the school. Regardless of our choice
I’d be hesitant to support the school in adding such rules. There
are others at the school who have made different choices, and
I’d sooner see them continue to cycle than risk putting them
off and potentially turning them back to their cars.
And this is the risk. Helmet laws in New South Wales have
demonstrably lowered cycling trips; one study puts this at a
36% reduction for children [1], with no clear evidence that it
has reduced head injuries [2]. On a small scale these school
rules will do the same. Swapping these journeys back from
bikes to cars increases the danger to everyone.
I don’t see his helmet as a requirement for cycling. We’ve
had day-long rides on holiday in the Netherlands enjoying the
sunshine without a hot, sweaty helmet on. I’ve no problem with
our helmets coming off once we get onto car-free routes like
the Busway. So it seems over the top to punish him for the
occasions where a helmet is mislaid or forgotten. The danger
comes not from riding a bike, but from riding with motor
vehicles. However, we’re also aware that there comes risk from
not riding; I don’t want to set him up for a sedentary life tied
to our car, unable to make journeys without someone else to
drive him there. While acute injuries are visible and distressing,
chronic disease from inactivity and poor air quality and mental
illness from restricted freedom should also be a concern for
parents.
That helmets are only a mitigation, not prevention, of the
dangers posed by car traffic is well recognised. Health and
safety rules for dangerous workplaces acknowledge this in the
Hierarchy of Controls [3]; personal protective clothing is on the
lowest, least-effective rung. While I don’t doubt for a second
that the wellbeing of the pupils is the motivation behind these
rules, focus on the least effective measure could be at the
expense of investigating others. Measures higher up the
Hierarchy of Controls such as eliminating the hazards, or
separating staff from hazards, are far more effective. My son’s
school has taken welcome steps in this manner; a Traffic

Regulation Order (TRO) restricts motor vehicles outside the
school during drop-off and collection times, and negotiation
with local businesses has gained use of their parking spaces
for parents at the school, partially distributing the school-run
traffic to make a safer, more pleasant environment near the
school gates. Separation of transport modes is what leads to
our helmet-free riding while on holiday and the high rate of
cycling to school by Dutch children [4], few of whom would
regularly wear a helmet for such journeys.
So it seems misguided to me to spend scant school
resources on creating and enforcing these rules, particularly
when state schools might follow the Perse’s lead. The decision
should be left with parents and pupils. With obesity and
diabetes increasingly prevalent among UK children [5], we
should be lowering the bar to active travel to school, so I’d
personally assist anyone fighting unnecessary rules that will
discourage cycling. Physical and behavioural measures to
reduce traffic danger are far less contentious, so at Campaign
level I know we’d be happy to assist any parents or schools
looking to make safety improvements for their children. These
might be rules to prevent access and anti-social parking near
school gates, or safe segregated routes for cycling to school.
Please get in touch with ideas for your local schools.
Tom McKeown
[1] https://www.cycle-helmets.com/nsw-participation.html
[2] https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1410838
[3] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchy_of_hazard_controls
[4] http://www.aviewfromthecyclepath.com/2008/09/schoolbuses.html
[5] https://www.theguardian.com/society/2016/nov/03/childobesity-rising-again-nhs-report-reveals

Tom's son enjoys cycling during a visit to the Netherlands.
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In short

Mill Road Winter Fair

We had a very successful stall bike event
on 2 December when we attended the
annual Mill Road Winter Fair. This is always
the biggest fair we take part in: thanks are
due to all the volunteers who took their
turn on the stall and kept it going all day,
and also to those friendly faces who
dropped in to say hello.
People were in the festive spirit and we
were lucky to have an excellent pitch on
Petersfield at the junction of two paths, so
we were very visible with our orange
branding. We had a great time chatting and
getting our message across. Almost
everyone was receptive and wanted to
listen and contribute their ideas and
concerns.
The weather had not been good during
the week leading up to the event and I had
borrowed a gazebo from a friend in preparation for rain or snow, but on the day there
was less than a 10% chance of rain so we
didn’t use it. It was however very cold, but
there were plenty of stalls selling hot chocolate to keep us warm.
The topics of conversation were varied
but the Chisholm Trail is always top of the
agenda and something everyone has heard
of, with people asking when it will be open.
We were able to give out lots of the newly
updated cycling maps of the city centre and
the popular ‘freshers’ leaflets as well as
selling greetings cards and badges.
The best part of the day for me was
walking right down the middle of Mill Road
from Romsey to Petersfield just as the road
was shutting at about 9.30am, with the few
remaining motor vehicles having to drive
around me because I had priority!
Next year we hope we will have a
branded gazebo and a new stall bike to add
to the attractions, so we hope to see you
there!
Willa McDonald

10

The cycle barometer

Co-op fundraising

The cycle barometer in Parker's Piece
reached the mark of one million cyclists
on about 7 December. We estimate that
this is a week earlier than for 2016. This
indicates a clear increase in the number
of cycle trips taken in Cambridge over
the year. The cycle barometer is near the
bend where the cycle path alongside

We would like to thank our local Co-op
stores and their customers for supporting
us during the latest Co-op Local Community Fund round. Their generosity boosted our funds by a very welcome £7,645.
These funds add to the previous round
of support when we raised £6,514.
Our original aim was to raise funds for
creation of materials aimed at promoting
safe cycling to students. We raised more
than needed for this project and we are
pleased that the Co-op Community team
has agreed to using some of these funds
for our Stall Trike project.

Gonville Place joins Regent Terrace and
records all cyclists going past on the cycle
path in either direction. It was installed
in 2014, just in time for the stage of the
Tour de France that started there on 4
July. Placed within view of the often
congested inner ring-road, it is a great
example of the potential for cycling to
unclog the city. Here's to hitting a million
trips even earlier in 2018! Is it time to
increase the maximum count, so that it
can show the total for a full calendar year?
Tom McKeown
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We will be proceeding with the
purchase of a cargo trike and fitting it out
for use as a stall with the aim of launching
it for the summer event season.
We celebrated the success of the
Local Community Fund by holding stall
events in The Marque and Brookgate
Co-op stores in November. It was a
pleasure to have many positive conversations with customers who were proud
of the contribution they had made to
local causes.
Special thanks to Co-op manager
Terry Eastcott for his ongoing support
and help.
Roxanne De Beaux
It served us
well, but now
we've outgrown the
old stall bike.

Events

Beauty and the Bike
6 February 2018
Join us for a special edition of our monthly meeting on Tuesday
6 February 2018, a screening of the award-winning documentary ‘Beauty and the Bike’ as part of the Films for our Future
festival.
Organised by Transition Cambridge, Films for our Future is
a season of inspirational films and discussions hosted by
sustainability and environmental groups from Cambridge and
nearby villages. There will be opportunities for film-goers to
share their thoughts and feelings about the film afterwards,
and find out what they can do to be a part of a groundswell of
hope and action towards creating a better future.
‘Beauty and the Bike’ explores why girls in cycling-friendly
countries continue to cycle into adulthood, whilst in many other
countries they tend to give up during their teenage years.
The film follows two groups of young women over a period
of a year. One is from the Cycling Demonstration town of
Darlington, England, where nearly all teenage girls have
stopped using a bicycle. The other is from Bremen, Germany,
where cycling is the transport mode of choice for most teenagers. Over the course of the year, each group visits the other
to discover just why their habits - and attitudes towards cycling
- are so different.
What they find is a searing indictment of UK transport policy
in the 21st century. To attract people to cycling, politicians

need to make it attractive, rather than some kind of military
expedition. With so much energy being spent looking for
technological solutions, why are politicians so reluctant to do
the obvious - build attractive cycling infrastructure?
The film concludes with the English girls expressing a new
understanding of the political implications of their new-found
love of cycling - the car needs to be tamed in our cities and
towns, and space re-allocated to sustainable forms of transport.
The meeting is open to all and will be free to attend, but we
welcome donations to help cover the additional costs of the
event and to support our campaigning work for a better cycling
future. Please invite your friends and family to join us.
Beauty and the Bike
Friends Meeting House, Jesus Lane.
Arrive at 7.30pm for tea and coffee. Film starts at 8pm sharp
Followed by the regular Camcycle monthly meeting and an
opportunity to discuss the film
● After the meeting discussion will continue at the Maypole
pub
● Find out more about the Films for our Future Festival at:
www.transitioncambridge.org/wiki/FilmsForOurFuture
●
●
●
●

Roxanne De Beaux
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Cycling and Society Symposium
7&8 September 2017
#CitiesToShare - This symposium series was launched in 2004
at Lancaster University and is linked to the Cycling and Society
Research Group, whose members span many disciplines and
approaches to the study of cycling. It was great to learn more
of the emerging insights about cycling and how they can be
applied to create better cycling environments.
One presentation in
particular that stood out for
me was Lucy Marstrand's
‘Transport culture and curriculum: what's stopping
walking and cycling from
being mainstream?’ as it
seemed so relevant to
Cambridge. While rates of
walking and cycling here
suggest they are mainstream
activities, the way we invest
and design for these modes
of active transport suggests
our decision-makers and
transport practitioners think
otherwise. Marstrand's research delves into why that
might be, starting by looking
at the LinkedIn profiles of 86
local authority `Heads of Transport' to find out more about the
people who are ultimately responsible for the transport environment around the UK.
The results are probably not surprising to campaigners who
work tirelessly to change the approach taken by transport
decision-makers. However, the statistics are still insightful.

In some courses walking and cycling
design may amount to only 3 or 4 hours
of an entire engineering module
Most heads of transport are male (91%), have Bachelors'
qualifications in engineering (69%), are more likely to have
Master's qualifications in transport-, engineering- or management-related fields (29%, 24% and 29% respectively) and be
affiliated to professional engineering institutions (72%). On
their profiles these professionals are most likely to use
keywords related to ‘highways’, ‘trunk roads’ and ‘traffic
schemes’ (80%) and just as many are unlikely to mention
‘walking’ or ‘cycling’, with only slightly more mentions of ‘urban
design’. The only Head of Transport who identified that they
had design-related education was female.
Marstrand's findings about the various courses and qualifications on offer to transport professionals were likewise
revealing. Policy modules had a higher chance of covering
walking, cycling, urban design and critique of the status quo of

12
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the car, than did engineering modules, where these topics were
often seen as ‘add-ons’. In some courses walking and cycling
design may amount to only 3 or 4 hours of an entire engineering
module. This aligns with the gap between the policy ideas and
the final implementation that we so often experience with
transport.

Marstrand's recommendations for overcoming the lack of
diversity of people and knowledge within our transport decision-makers included opening up the routes into transport
careers for a greater range of people and qualifications, and
improving the integration of walking and cycling in engineering
and transport studies. She also noted that it is essential to
recognise that the range of knowledge required to create an
inclusive, sustainable transport system is too great for individual practitioners to possess and therefore multidisciplinary
and diverse teams are needed. The inclusion of people with
backgrounds in urban design, health, the environment, social
science and beyond could be key to the creation of comprehensive transport solutions that provide for the needs of all,
moving beyond designing ‘transport corridors’ and into
designing ‘places and streets for people’.
Marstrand studied Social and Political Sciences at Cambridge
University and in addition to her eight years working as a
Cycling Officer for Bournemouth City Council she also has
experience in interior design. Now that she has completed her
Masters' degree in Transport Planning and Management she is
working as an independent transport consultant with Transport
Initiatives and Phil Jones Associates. I think we can agree that
Lucy is doing her best to change the industry that she has been
researching and to work towards making cycling and walking
mainstream.
Lucy Marstrand will be our guest speaker at our monthly
meeting on Tuesday 6 March 2018.
Roxanne De Beaux

Features

e–Luminate

J

oin Camcycle on 9 February as we celebrate the `Switch
On' of the e-Luminate festival with our `En-lightened' cycle
parade. Decorate your bike with lights as creatively as you
can and meet us in front of the Guildhall by 7.15pm. As soon
as the festival lights are switched on (around 7.30) we will
commence our ride, taking in two circuits of the city centre,
and passing a number of the e-Luminate installations. We will
then return to the Guildhall where participants can explore the
night market or revisit the various installations for a better look.
Last year our bright lights and ringing bells captured the
attention of passers-by and we received many waves and
featured in many photos too. It was a great way to promote
Camcycle, the joy of cycling and the e-Luminate festival and,
of course, to remind people to use lights on their cycles.
To find out how others are planning to decorate their bikes
you can join the discussion on Cyclescape 2992 or on our
Facebook event page.
All are welcome to this free event, all you need to do is meet
us at the Guildhall. Of course, if you can send a quick email to
let us know you are coming then we can look out for you and
it will help us to know how many people to expect.
If there are any organisations that would like to help out
with decorative lights for participants' bikes then we would be
glad to work together. Please get in touch.
Matthew Danish
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Camcycle on Australian radio

O

n a recent trip to Australia I was interviewed for local
Melbourne radio station 3CR by `Yarra Bicycle Users
Group', the cycle campaigning organisation for the
inner north area of Melbourne.
A key element of the Yarra BUG campaign is their radio
programme and podcast which keeps local people informed of
cycling issues.
My interviewer was Chris Star from whom I learned a lot
about the various local campaigning activities for cycling and
other transport issues. It seemed clear to me that cycling
campaigning in Melbourne is fragmented and that it could
benefit from a strong citywide campaign that really focuses on
the needs of everyday cycling. As in many other places,
campaigning in Melbourne is muddied by confusion with sport
road cycling and associated events and government funding.
This results in campaigning organisations being unable effectively to challenge investment decisions and policy (e.g. around
issues with Mandatory Helmet Laws). It was positive, however,
to see that a number of new segregated lanes had been
installed since my last visit.
The interview meandered through a range of topics including
how I got into cycling when I lived in Melbourne, what I thought
of the dockless bike-sharing schemes, how implementation in
Cambridge differed from that in Melbourne and what my
impressions were of cycling developments in Melbourne. You
can listen to the interview online at: www.yarrabug.org/radio/
2017/11/06/yarrabug-radio-show-465-monday-6th-november-2017/
I didn't get many opportunities for cycling while I was away
as it was hard to get a rental bike as and when needed. (I had
issues with my phone so was unable to get the app to use the
oBike dockless share bikes). Perhaps the most exciting cycling
adventure was in Western Australia when we had to take
evasive action to avoid a snake on the path!
Roxanne De Beaux

New segregated infrastructure on Wellington Road in
Melbourne. This infrastructure is a vast improvement on the
painted lane in the dooring zone that I used to cycle on.

Street art celebrating the oldest cycle shop in Melbourne.

Bikes like this are a new phenomenon in Melbourne and I saw
several in the inner north. A sign that cycling culture is changing.
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More cycle parking and a cycle repair station are new additions
to the High Street in Northcote, Melbourne.

Features
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Cycling in Berlin

I

n October I visited Berlin for eight days with my partner. We spent a
couple of those days cycling around the city, and more time looking
at how it was laid out for cycling (cycle campaigners find it hard to
switch off).
Overall, it was one of my better experiences of cycling in a large city,
but Berlin was a poor model in terms of how to design a cycle network.

Berlin cycling culture
Cycling made up 13% of total traffic in Berlin in 2010, which is about
average for Germany, but higher than much of Europe.
It was clear as soon as we arrived that cycling is a part of the transport
mix. While not as big a proportion of travel as in the central areas of some
Dutch cities, there were always people cycling wherever we went. There
was a mix of men and women, young and old, and usually without
helmets, and in ordinary clothes. I saw people cycling with children in
bakfietsen, though I saw very few children cycling independently.
Upright bikes were a popular choice, but hybrids and mountain bikes
were also common.
The city has velotaxis if you wish to be ferried around by bike. Bikes
can also be taken on much of the public transport, if a bike ticket is
purchased.

Berlin cycle infrastructure
Berlin is not somewhere I would go to see good cycle infrastructure.
There were a lot of bike lanes, and all large roads I saw had something,
but that something was often only a narrow painted bike lane. I found
that when in these lanes, close-passing by drivers (or even other people
cycling) was common. If the street had parking for cars, there was not
always a buffer between parking and cycle lane, which risks car doors
being opened into people cycling.
The other main form of cycle lane was a lane embedded in the
pavement, usually either red or grey. There were no cycle symbols on
these, and I sometimes found it hard to determine whether I was allowed
to cycle on the pavement, especially as it was common for pavements to
have more than one material anyway. Other times I was sure pavement
cycling was not allowed, but I saw other people doing it anyway, which
is usually a sign that the cycling infrastructure is inadequate. The
narrowness of the cycle lanes, whether on- or off-road, meant there was
very little sociable cycling.
16
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Although cycle lanes did have priority across sideroads and
driveways, the fact that these were painted lanes without any
set-back from the road made me feel vulnerable. If someone
decides to turn across you, there is no time to see them coming.
In practice I found drivers did wait and turn correctly, but I
have seen videos of cycling in Berlin where this was not the
case. Cyclist priority was not reinforced by design, which
makes it more likely that it will be misunderstood or ignored.
One good feature was that the cycle symbols faced drivers at
driveway entries and exits, which did help highlight the
presence of a cycle lane.
At some large, busy junctions there were cycle-specific
traffic lights, which avoided turning conflicts between vehicles
and people cycling. In these cases, the cycle route across a
junction was normally obvious, though sometimes the timing
of the signals was less convenient than those for motor vehicle.
However at other junctions, even on main roads, there was no
assistance for turning, especially turning left (equivalent to our
right). Advance stop boxes did not go all the way across the
junction as ours do, so it was difficult to position oneself for
left-hand turns. There also seemed to be no culture of cycling
in primary position, which would also help position for turns.
Overall, drivers in Berlin seemed aware of people cycling,
and while the conflicts and ambiguity at junctions made me
nervous, we were able to negotiate our way through them.

schemes have a manual code alternative. The main lock was a
wheel lock, but there was a chain attachment to secure the
bike to stands. The Cambridge dockless bikes are intended to
stand alone, not using up cycle parking spaces; these ones were
intended to lock to existing infrastructure, but were more
secure for that.
Whereas in Cambridge dockless cycle hire is for a single trip,
with Donkey Republic you hire for between 30 minutes and a
day, and no-one else can hire your bike during this period. This
has the advantage that when you park your bike, you know it
will be there when you get back for the next journey. The
downside is that there is a surcharge if you eventually return
to a different location. This means the hire company can
maintain the level of bikes in the most popular locations, or
you help pay for the staff to move them back. This also makes
single trips disproportionately expensive.
The bikes themselves were well-made, with front and rear
sprung pannier racks (we didn't have panniers with us, but the
springs could hold other bags in place), 5 gears and a kickstand.
The weakest feature was the lights: although they were
dynamo-powered, they were not very bright and had no
standing light function, so only flashed while the bike was in
motion.

Dockless cycle hire
We used the Donkey Republic dockless hire scheme. We didn't
do much research on the various dockless cycle hire schemes
in Berlin, so this isn't necessarily an endorsement of one
provider over another, but it has some key differences from
the dockless cycle hire in Cambridge, which I think are worth
exploring.
Why dockless cycle hire? Cycle hire for tourists is often
relatively expensive, and it means finding a hire shop, which
may not be anywhere near your accommodation, filling out
hire forms, and returning the bike during office opening hours.
You then have to travel back without the bike. With street hire
there's a good chance of finding a bike close to your accommodation, and hiring it within minutes. Rather than being on a
time limit to return for a day's hire, you can return it into the
evening, near your final destination.
In common with other schemes, locking and unlocking were
controlled by Bluetooth. There was no other option: some

Despite some of the problems with the infrastructure, this
is the most comfortable I have felt cycling in a major city
outside of the Netherlands. As people who are already used
to cycling regularly, seeing Berlin by bike was enjoyable, and
helped us see more of the city.
Hester Wells
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B1102 pathway

T

he county council's cycling projects
team finished most work on the
B1102 cycleway/shared-use pathway in December. It runs between the
edges of the villages of Stow-cum-Quy and
Lode alongside the B1102. The monthly
#CamRideHome group added a special
extra ride on 31 December to tour the new
cycleway and take lunch at The Shed in
Lode. We started at the Cutter Ferry
bridge on a beautiful winter's day and rode
out along National Cycle Route 51 until we
reached Stow-cum-Quy. But instead of
crossing the B1102 we turned left and
rode through the southern part of the
village on the main road. This 600 metre
section is unfortunately very busy with
motor traffic despite the 30mph speed
limit and traffic-calming measures. As soon
as we could, we veered right onto the old
The hardy #CamRideHome adventurers meet at 6pm on the last Friday of every month in
Main Street, a considerably calmer and
front of the Mill pub on Mill Lane. All are welcome. Check Twitter for updates. Photo by
more pleasant route through the village
Simon Nuttall.
centre. Main Street ends at Albert Road,
with the White Swan pub on the corner. Across the way is a over a small hill to reach the existing Route 51 pathway along
newer road called Quy Court that serves a small business the A1303, next to the Missing Sock pub. This diversion added
centre. We used it to reach the southern end of the new 0.7 miles to our journey but ensured that we could stay on
cycleway, which is connected to the car park entrance.
either protected paths or quiet country roads. Overall,
The new cycleway runs behind the hedges and along field compared to the old route through Bottisham, the new link
edges, shielding us from the noise and grit of the highway for saved us 1.3 miles going out using the tricky route and 0.6 miles
the most part. Everyone enjoyed the comfort of the protected coming back using the quiet route.
pathway and the views of the countryside. Sadly there is one
Either of these routes will be useful for travel between
segment that must rejoin the highway corridor for a while, Cambridge and Lode or Anglesey Abbey. As of 1 January, I've
having only a 0.5m grass verge for protection. But it doesn't already used it five times.
spoil the experience overall and we were soon back to the
Mike Davies, who leads on cycling projects for Cambridgequieter side.
shire County Council, provides an update about the scheme,
Anglesey Abbey is across from the northern end of the new which has not yet been officially completed:
cycleway, and the crossing of the B1102 here caused Camcycle
Solar studs, way-finding and shared-use signs will be coming.
great concern a year ago when the design was put forward for
Money was raised by the Lode Parish Council, with help from
consultation. In order to reach the National Trust site, or to
Marshalls, for the initial feasibility study by Sustrans and to
continue towards Lode, you must cross the fast and busy
start talks with landowners (including the National Trust).
B1102 with only a small refuge in the middle for safety. The
The scheme itself was funded by £450,000 from the Cycle
depth of the refuge is just slightly less than two metres, making
City Ambition grant. Further enhancements to the overall
it virtually impossible for a person on a bicycle to wait in it
route could come as part of the Swaffhams Greenway project,
safely, much less a family with a trailer or a cargo cycle. The
such as work in Quy itself. The project has been possible
presence of the refuge may tempt some people into trying to
thanks to support by both Quy and Lode parish councils,
cross in two stages, but I would advise waiting until both sides
County Councillors Matthew Shuter and John Williams, the
of the road are clear, even if that takes much longer. The
landowners, and Marshalls.
approach paths to the crossing on either side are also very The annual Reach Ride could also potentially make use of the
narrow and could be difficult to negotiate with a longer or quiet route. That will require further consideration, especially
larger cycle.
about the risks of directing hundreds of riders per hour via the
On our way back from Lode we decided to avoid the tricky problematic crossing at the northern end. Overall, with the path
on-road segment through Stow-cum-Quy by taking a slightly now in place, we hope that it will form the basis of further
longer route. Riding back the way we came, at the corner with extensions and improvements for cycling in the area.
the White Swan pub we took a left onto Albert Road and went Matthew Danish
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Camcycle AGM, board of trustees for 2018

Carlton Reid speaking at our AGM.

C

amcycle's 2017 AGM was held on the evening of
Tuesday 5 December. Before the official start guests
had the opportunity to network over tea and coffee, and
to read through our annual report booklet – an innovation for
this year's AGM. It is available at: https://www.camcycle.
org.uk/about/annualreports/annualreport2017.pdf
The AGM started with a thoroughly interesting presentation
by guest speaker Carlton Reid, executive editor of BikeBiz
magazine, author of Roads Were Not Built for Cars and
researcher of lost cycleways, which were the topic for the
evening's presentation. Carlton has been rediscovering a
network of cycleways built across the UK in the 1930s. For a
short time these were a requirement for all new road-building
projects. Over time their intended use for cyclists has been
forgotten and they have been lost, sometimes in plain sight
underneath car parking and modern street furniture, elsewhere
under a layer of soil and grass. Some – like our own example
on Wadloes Road – are still in use, However, their connection
to this 1930s network is forgotten, people assuming they must
have been built more recently. Carlton explained how he has
used aerial photography, street-level mapping images, social

Cycle track on new road: now Wadloes Road.
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media tip-offs and research in local archives to discover and
document these cycleways. He hopes that in many cases they
can be brought back into regular use.
The official business started with the Chair's report from
Robin Heydon. He highlighted the work done by the Campaign
during 2017; excellent work by Matthew Danish on planning
responses and working with residents' associations, the Absolute Bollards campaign started by Hester Wells, and an update
of our freshers' leaflet to assist new riders. Robin particularly
noted the fantastic work done by Sarah Rodger on the newsletter and the need for new volunteers to keep this important
campaigning tool running. Special thanks too to Roxanne for
doing a brilliant job for the Campaign, well beyond her
contracted hours. Robin felt it was time to think about a second
employee.
Chris Howell gave the Treasurer's report covering changes
over the twelve months since he took over the position. He
explained how the Campaign is moving from funding its
employee through a long-term member's donation to obtaining
grants for this, how we have taken on office space within the
Bike Depot and spent more on campaigning this year.
The election was then held, with the ballots counted while
we enjoyed a post-AGM social at the Maypole. We are pleased
to announce the following trustees elected for 2018:
● Chair – Robin Heydon
● Vice Chair – Hester Wells
● Treasurer – Chris Howell
● Membership Secretary – Sue Edwards
● Liaison Officer – Martin Lucas-Smith
● Planning Officer – Alistair Storer
● Events Officer – Willa McDonald
● General Campaigners – Richard Burgess, Jim Chisholm,
Matthew Danish, Tom McKeown
Many thanks to our outgoing trustees Sarah Rodger, Monica
Frisch, Franny Ritchie and Neil Spenley for their contributions.
We have a number of vacant positions within the board of
trustees: please get in touch in you are interested in these.
Tom McKeown

Wadloes Road today.
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We’re hiring!

C

amcycle is pleased to announce that we are recruiting a
second employee, who will be a Communications and
Community Officer, to further facilitate our campaigning
activities. Following the employment of our first officer in
March 2015 the activities of the Campaign have increased
significantly. However, with the continuing growth of
Cambridge, the need for our campaigning activities and the
demand for our support and advice continue to stretch our
volunteer and staff resources.
We are very grateful to have an agreement for three years
of match funding for our second employee. It is intended that
this person will support our work primarily with administrative
and communications activities. This will allow Roxanne, who
will become the Executive Director, to focus on the strategic
improvements and fundraising activities that will ensure the
growth of our charity. Please help us to promote this great
opportunity so that we can find the ideal candidate. We are
seeking someone who is organised, hardworking and selfmotivated. She or he will have a significant amount of responsibility and a wide range of tasks including administration,
communications, task prioritisation, document analysis, negotiation and organisation. The candidate will need to be good at
working with and influencing people and keen to help our

charity grow. Most of all he or she will want to improve the
lives of many people by supporting sustainable transport.
We welcome applicants from all backgrounds. We expect
familiarity with our work and a compelling pitch showing how
they will help us achieve our mission. The applicant must be
savvy with technology, a problem-solver and a quick, selfdirected learner, who will relish the opportunity to take part in
all operational areas of our organisation.
Our office is near the Cambridge North station and our staff
are expected to travel to various events and meetings around
Cambridge, ideally by cycling or other sustainable transport.
Some evening and weekend work will be required.
Applicants should email contact@camcycle.org.uk including
a CV and a letter explaining why they think they are suitable
for the job. Salary is in the region of £24K to £27K (subject to
experience) for a 37.5-hour week (although we can discuss
more flexible arrangements). The closing date is 23 February.
For more information including a full job description please visit
our website at: www.camcycle.org.uk
Robin Heydon
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Green End Road cycle
lanes

T

he Green End Road cycle lanes in Chesterton have caused
quite a stir, and mainly not in a good way. Since they went
in, some local businesses have petitioned for customers to
be able to park in the cycle lanes in front of their shops, and the
Greater Cambridge Partnership has acceded to their wishes. Now,
people trying to cycle along Green End Road are stuck between
parked cars and road-raging motorists.
Jon Dye, a local resident and Camcycle member with school-age
children, has refrained from allowing his kids to cycle on their own
to Chesterton Primary School because of the cars parked in the
cycle lane. Instead he brings them to school on his large tricycle.
Naturally they have questions about the things they see:
Q: Why aren't you in the cycle lane, Daddy?
A: Because there are cars parked in it, I need to go around.
Q: Why are there cars parked in the cycle lane?
A: Because they are allowed to.
County Councillor Ian Manning (Chesterton, Lib Dem) explains the
parking-in-cycle lane situation as one of compromise in a project
that didn’t meet his overall expectations. His preferred solution
would have involved having a kerb-segregated cycle lane and
parking alongside that. But timescales did not allow officers to
fully work out such a scheme, and the loss of car parking in the
intermediate term was felt to be too severe for the businesses.
Camcycle also submitted comments in favour of a protected
cycleway, with car parking between the carriageway and the
cycleway, to the Greater Cambridge Partnership Executive Board
meeting in July. Such a scheme could have been integrated with
a planning application under review at that time. Sadly, the
planning system does not appear to be able to bring these two
opportunities together.
These political matters are cold comfort for those just trying to
reach work or school. Many of the parents and children have tried
to stay safe by cycling on the pavements, if those are not blocked
by anti-social parking as well. The Chisholm Trail will also bring
relief for some riders currently using Green End Road. Locally we
have to ask two questions: can anything be done to fix things?
And does this demonstrate a case where no scheme is better than
a bad scheme?
Matthew Danish
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Attacks along Busway

A

group of unruly teenagers has been harassing people
along the Trumpington Busway and DNA path. Most
reports have been of minor incidents: blocking the
path and rude behaviour. This escalated on 4 January when
a Sanger Institute scientist was followed and attacked by
several of the youths. Anyone with information about these
attackers is advised to contact the police regarding case
number CF0008590118. If you see this group please turn
around, ensure your own safety and call 999 to report it.
These types of crimes are disquieting to everyone in
Cambridge because quiet streets, abundant parks and open
spaces are important features of the city, and essential
components of our safe cycle route network. Social and
personal safety along these routes is just as important as
protection from cars, but it's a much more difficult concept
to evaluate because it is not only about physical design but
also about psychological aspects, the way people perceive
and behave in their surroundings. Different people have
different thresholds and opinions about what they feel is
safe. Features such as lighting, connections to other routes,
lack of blind corners, being overlooked by buildings, landscaping and spaciousness all have some effect. There is no
single answer to be found in design, but what all safe urban
routes have in common is a comfortable number of people
who use them, especially after dark.

What all safe urban routes have in
common is a comfortable number of
people who use them, especially after
dark
Experience in the city suggests that some spaces are widely
considered to be more socially safe than others. For
example, Midsummer Common has several cycle routes
crossing it and darkness does not seem to impinge much on
their usage, while well-lit Fen Road is frequently a problem
area. Relatively speaking, Cambridge is a safe city and we
are fortunate in that regard. The police can't be everywhere
(and shouldn't be). Design can help make public space more
attractive to people and less conducive to crime. Ultimately,
we rely on the broader community: people who care about
our streets, open spaces and paths and help to ensure that
they are safe, pleasant and well-used places. In these recent
instances, I am proud of the way people have rallied
together. At the scene, passing people stopped to help, and
online discussion groups have shared tips and clues towards
identifying and stopping the attackers. Supporting each
other is how we keep our shared public spaces in the city
safe and enjoyable.
Cyclescape 3779
Matthew Danish
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Camcycle monthly meetings and events

City and county council committees

The Campaign's monthly general meeting is held in the Friends
Meeting House, Jesus Lane on the first Tuesday of each month.
Business starts at 8pm, with tea and coffee from 7.30pm. The
agenda includes opportunities to discuss current issues and
planning matters. All welcome.

Campaign members may be interested in attending council
meetings. Planning Committee and Area Committee meetings
often include cycling and walking issues. Development Control
Forum and Joint Development Control Committee meetings
determine planning applications relating to major housing
development proposals. The Development Plan Scrutiny Subcommittee meetings often cover walking, cycling, and other
transport issues.

6 February Film screening: ‘Beauty and the Bike’ This film looks
at why girls in cycling-friendly countries continue to cycle into
adulthood, whilst in many other countries, they tend to give up
during the teenage years. Part of the Transition Cambridge
'Films for our Future' festival.
9 February e-Luminate bike parade Join Camcycle as we
celebrate the ‘Switch On’ of the e-Luminate festival with a bike
parade around the light installations in the city centre. Decorate
your bike with lights as creatively as you can and meet us in
front of the Guildhall by 7.15pm.

Agendas are usually online about a week in advance at
www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy. Please check the website
in case meetings have been cancelled, or times or venues
changed.
Development Control Forum 21 February at 10am in
Committee Room 1 & 2 - The Guildhall, Market Square,
Cambridge CB2 3QJ.

6 March Guest speaker Lucy Marstrand will talk about her
research ‘Transport culture and curriculum: what’s stopping
walking and cycling from being mainstream?’, which looks at
local authority ‘Heads of Transport’ to find out more about the
people and their qualifications within the transport environment around the UK.

Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee 13 February at
4.30pm in Committee Room 1 & 2, The Guildhall, Market
Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.

17 April Spring Social venue tbc.

Greater Cambridge Partnership Executive Board 8 February
at 4pm in the Council Chamber, South Cambridgeshire Hall,
Cambourne CB23 6EA and 21 March at 4pm in the Kreis
Viersen Room, Shire Hall, Castle Hill, Cambridge CB3 0AP.

Camcycle newsletter dates

East Area Committee 5 April at 7pm in Cherry Trees Day
Centre, St Matthew's St, Cambridge CB1 2LT.

Newsletter Team meeting 13 February (Tuesday) at 5.45pm
in Grads Café on the 3rd floor of the University Centre, Mill
Lane. All are welcome to attend this meeting where we discuss
the most recent issue and plan the next one. Cyclescape 979.

Greater Cambridge Partnership Joint Assembly 28 February
at 2pm in the Council Chamber, South Cambridgeshire Hall,
Cambourne CB23 6EA.

Copy deadline 25 February. Members’ help with the newsletter, including writing articles, taking photos, providing
reviews and laying out content, is always very welcome.

Joint Development Control Committee - Cambridge Fringes
14 March at 10.30am in Committee Room 1 & 2, The Guildhall,
Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.

Newsletter distribution 27 March. Members organise the
newsletter distribution, putting into envelopes and then getting
them delivered. More volunteers would be a great help. Please
contact Lisa Woodburn (via contact@camcycle.org.uk).

North Area Committee 1 March at 6.30pm, venue tbc.

Cambridge cycle rides

South Area Committee 23 April at 7pm in Wilkinson Room St John the Evangelist Church, Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 8RN.

CTC Cambridge holds up to six rides a week in the countryside
around Cambridge. These range from short, leisurely-paced
rides which last 2-3 hours on a Saturday morning, mediumlength rides on a Sunday afternoon, to long rides on a Thursday
or Sunday that last all day. All welcome. For CTC Cambridge
see: www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk
#CamRideHome rides start at 6pm on the last Friday of the
month from outside The Mill pub on Mill Lane, Cambridge.
No-one takes responsibility for organising it so it just depends
on who turns up. Usually a few do and they enjoy a one-hour
leisurely tour of the city finishing up at a pub. Follow the
hashtag on Twitter to find out more.

Planning Committee 7 February and 7 March at 10am in
Committee Room 1 & 2, The Guildhall, Market Square,
Cambridge CB2 3QJ.

West Central Area Committee 8 March at 7pm at Castle Street
Methodist Church, Cambridge CB3 0AH.

Please note
Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to decline
to promote events or activities where helmets or highvisibility clothing are required or implied.
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